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Parliament or declared a state of emergency in the state, nam
ing national security as the consideration. The government
chose to hold elections, even if the electoral rolls were not
completely revised, and to try to bring about a political so
lution through voter participation. While large parts of the
state were reportedly disgusted by the agitation and resulting
economic slowdown, the government appears to have under
estimated how much trouble the agitators could stir up.
What has occurred is that while the Congress Party is
reported, as of this writing, to be winning a majority in the
election in areas where the electoral boycott by the agitators
was ineffective, the bloody tribal rampage has undermined
the effort to resolve the situation. Details of how the mass
murders broke out have still not been revealed, but it is known
that the violence started in the first stage of election cam
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a whole, bordering on both China and Burma), and for this
purpose deliberately kept the numerous mountain tribes from
Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan, not only in a state of primitive
backwardness, but also sharply separated from each other.
The various tribes like the Nagas and Mizos were never
integrated into the Raj, but were rather kept independent.
These tribes are heavily involved in trafficking drugs and
guns. Britain has shared the Northeast tribes with the Chinese,

undermine India:

for the purpose of running subversive deployments against
India, such as the infamous "Naxalite" movement of the

British intelligence

1960s and 1970s.
In this connection, investigators are now examining the
role of former CIA Deputy Director Vernon Walters,an asset
of the Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge. In early 1982,Wal
ters set up a base of operations in Kathmandu,Nepal. Also
under investigation is the Rothko Chapel in Houston,Texas,
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Anglican missionaries,the most active force in the social
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scheme of the Northeast for several generations, have been

throughout the developing sector,particularly in northeastern

found instigating tribal action against "heathen" Hindus and

Africa.
Chauhan also revealed that he is coordinating his opera

Muslims. It is recalled that in the 1970s a Reverend Michael
Scott, an Anglican priest, smuggled separatist leader Phizo

tions against Mrs. Gandhi with extremists funded by the

out of India on a Salvadoran passport via Pakistan and

Muslim Brotherhood International who operate out of the

Switzerland.

London Indian Muslim Federation and the International Is

Scott was later involved in setting up gun-running con
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lamic Center in London. Both institutions receive financial

nections with Israeli intelligence for some

support from the Saudi Arabia-based World Muslim League,

eastern separatists. At that time,Phizo was taken to London

headed by former Syrian fascist leader Maarouf Dawalibi.
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Nazi organization,Islam and the West, whose board of di

Also involved is the Ford Foundation-funded Gandhi

rectors includes Club of Rome International President Aure

Peace Foundation, which since 1977 has backed the "Sons

lio Peccei,the Swiss gun-running banker Nicholas Krul,and

of the Soil" demands and "advised" the agitators on their

British "Arab handler" Lord Caradon. According to the head

negotiation stands with the government.

of the Indian Muslim Federation, Dr. Khan, the financial
relations between Dawalibi's group and his own are handled
through the Islamic Council of Europe, headed by Muslim
Brotherhood leader Salam Azzam.

Urgent recommendations
To counter the operations against her and her govern
ment, EIR founder Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. has advised

Azzam coordinates the recently-formed Islamic League

Mrs. Gandhi that she must denounce the "Khalistan" and

of Human Rights with Ahmed Ben Bella,the former Algerian

other separatist movements "as British operations financed

president now in exile in Switzerland. Neo-Nazi leader Gen

by London and encouraged by Anglican missionaries and

oud describes Ben Bella as "my good friend" and finances

linked to the Nazis." LaRouche further recommended that

his activities,including a recent project to translate and then

Prime Minister Gandhi withdraw.from the Commonwealth,

mass-produce Adolf Hitler's writings into Arabic. Azzam

ban flights of British Airways into India, and "take other

and Ben Bella have co-authored a "protest" against the "mass

spectacular actions" against Britain.

slaughter of Muslims" in Assam, and are spreading the ac

In addition, LaRouche advised that Mrs. Gandhi must

cusation that "the Indian government is without a doubt

call in the Swiss and British ambassadors and threaten their

responsible."
Chauhan also reported that he is coordinating activities

expulsion from India if their nations do not stop meddling in
Indian internal affairs. The U.S. representation to India,Mr.

with Naga Phizo, head of the "Nagaland" tribal separatist

LaRouche said, should be informed that the destabilizations

movement against India. The British Raj established the

against India,run by Schlumberger-linked interests in Hous

Northeast of India as its "cockpit" for strategic intrigue

ton and by RSS-backer Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,must

throughout the region (the area is at a crossroads for Asia as

be stopped summarily.
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